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ing to Gilbert and Epel, “in
has not featured prominently in developmen- addition to helping decide the survival of the
tal biology. Yet, as Gilbert and Epel (devel- fittest, the environment is also important in
opmental biologists at Swarthmore Col- formulating the arrival of the fittest.”
lege and Stanford University, respectively)
Unraveling ecology’s role in development
observe, biologists have known for at least is not merely an academic exercise; it is also
a century that ecology is an essential partner vital for matters of public health. Researchin development: In 1909, Danish biologist ers have long known that certain environWilhelm Johannsen asserted that an organ- mental agents (including some commonly
ism’s appearance, physiology, and behavior used household and agricultural products)
(that is, its phenotype) derive from an inter- can induce phenotypic variation by altering
action between its genes and its environment. gene expression rather than gene nucleotide
Moreover, biologists long ago discovered that sequences. These “epigenetic” changes can
numerous external environmental factors— cause diseases such as cancers and diabesuch as temperature, diet, physical stress, and tes. In addition, because these environmenthe presence of predators or competitors— tal modifications can be passed stably from
can alter an organism’s development, often one generation to the next, conditions expeby generating a phenotype that is well suited rienced by past generations can profoundly
for its current environment. For example, influence the health of subsequent generasome plants produce large, thin leaves (which tions. Yet, the descendants experiencing
enhance photosynthetic photon harvest) in such health problems may live in a perfectly
low light, and narrow, thicker leaves (which benign environment and have no (apparent)
conserve water) in high light; certain insects
develop wings only if they live in crowded
conditions (and hence are likely to run out of
adequate food in their current location). Such
environmentally contingent development is
so commonplace that it can be regarded as a
universal property of living things.
The emerging field of ecological developmental biology (sometimes dubbed “ecodevo”) explores how organisms develop
and function in “real-world” environments
(2). Analyzing development among diverse
organisms under different environments is
a departure from how development has previously been studied. Traditionally, research
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genetic predispositions for the disease. Thus,
by understanding the influences on development of both present and past environments
we can gain crucial insights into the causes of
disease that we might otherwise miss.
Understanding the connections between
development and ecology is crucial for preserving biodiversity. In a world of increasing
biological invasions, anthropogenic chemical use, and climate change, many organisms are experiencing unprecedented alterations to their environment. Such changes can
cause unanticipated modifications to development, which can in turn severely affect
the ecology, and even the survival, of natural
populations. For instance, the pesticide DDT
induces thin eggshells in birds, and atrazine
(the second-largest-selling weed killer in the
world) can cause sex change in many species
of vertebrates (4). Ecological developmental
biology is therefore highly relevant to conservation biology.
These are propitious and exciting times for
integrating the fields of development, ecology,
and evolution. Students and researchers are
fortunate that (in addition to the present volume) several important books have appeared
recently, including works by Carl Schlichting
and Massimo Pigliucci (5), Mary Jane WestEberhard (6), and Eva Jablonka and Marion
Lamb (7). Nevertheless, we have only begun
to construct an integrated framework. Gilbert
and Epel acknowledge the arduous task ahead
and “hope that college students, still relatively
undifferentiated, will come up with their own
connections and syntheses and that they will
see patterns that we haven’t yet imagined.”
Ecological Developmental Biology will serve
as an excellent guide for those interested in
embarking on such a synthesis. More generally, this lucid and thought-provoking book
should appeal to anyone interested in under-

Seasonal morphs. Spring Nemoria arizonaria caterpillars resemble oak catkins (left); summer ones,
newly formed twigs (right).
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standing how organisms are built, function,
and evolve or how anthropogenic environmental change affects the health of ourselves
and other organisms.
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